The codemeta project recently proposed a vocabulary for software metadata. ISO Technical Committee 211 has published a set of metadata standards for geographic data and many kinds of related resources, including software. In order for ISO metadata creators and users to take advantage of the codemeta recommendations, a mapping from ISO elements to the codemeta vocabulary must exist. This mapping is complicated by differences in the approaches used by ISO and codemeta, primarily a difference between hard and soft typing of metadata elements. These differences are described in detail and a mapping is proposed that includes sixty-four of the sixty-eight codemeta V2 terms. The codemeta terms have also been mapped to dialects used by twenty-one software repositories, registries and archives. The average number of terms mapped in these cases is 11.2. The disparity between these numbers reflects the fact that many of the dialects that have been mapped to codemeta are focused on citation or dependency identification and management while ISO and codemeta share additional targets that include access, use, and understanding. Addressing this broader set of use cases requires more metadata elements.
139 Connecting users to resources is one of the most important roles of metadata. It is also one of the 140 most ubiquitous. Several classes of citations are important: 141 1. Citation to the resource being described in the metadata (Resource Citation) 142 2. Citations to related resources (Related Resource Citation) 143 3. Citations to other, typically specific, resources (Specific Resource Citations). Table 3 to the concept or xPaths.
ISO Citations
168 Distribution 169 Many of the distribution systems for geographic data described by ISO metadata include 170 repositories (generally called archives or data centers) that manage and preserve data while 171 providing on-going support for users. ISO metadata standards accommodate approaches to 172 resource distribution with or without descriptions of repositories (termed distributors) and each 173 repository can provide several URLs (transferOptions) for each resource. These onlineResources 174 can have any of the functions included in the CI_OnLineFunctionCode codelist in Table 2 . The 175 most common online functions are download and information and these are used in the mappings 176 to indicate direct access to the resource (function=download) or information about the resource 177 (function=information).
178 Additional Documentation 179 The codemeta vocabulary includes many items that are intended to help users use and understand 180 the software described in the metadata. In the ISO standards, these items can be described in two 181 ways: as associated resources (identificationInfo.associatedResource) or as additional 182 documentation (identificationInfo.additionalDocumentation). I have chosen the later in these 183 cases. In dialects without specific citations, e.g. Datacite, these would be referred to as 184 relatedIdentifiers with appropriate relationTypes as the DataCite dialect is soft typed (DataCite 185 Metadata Working Group, 2017).
186 One important goal of codemeta is to enable authors to cite software that is used to store, 187 process, analyze, and visualize the data and model results that they use in their work. Increasing 188 citations from the scientific literature is large part of this goal, but there are also significant 189 opportunities to improve the completeness of dataset metadata by citing software. This is 190 generally done as part of the provenance or lineage section of the metadata. 
